Dear Trustees,
Greetings to you in the precious name of our Lord Jesus Christ.
We are successful in rescuing 5 children from slavery from the owner of the tyre company
where he used this children for all his automobile work centers, and brick centers such as
water servicing stations, tyreworks, vehicle repairs and where ever he needed the most.
This small children are so happy coming out of slavery but once they came over after
paying 1,00,000 rupees the other problem started, as they worked in this chemical type of
companies, they are suffering with severe chest congestion and breathing problems which
made us to join them in the hospital and the tests revealed they need further medication
and the doctor of the hospital is a Christian and he done the costliest treatment free of
charge and then for a 3 month medication, the trustees are kind enough to send the funds
again. A huge thank you for rescuing this children and when I approached some of my
friends, we got one sponsor, and Bro Stan told he has got two sponsors already and we are
praying for the other two to get the sponsors to save them and win them for Christ.
Richard from USA and Stan of UK are coming very soon in November and will see them
face to face and they are excited to see and once they are in our children home they are
smiling and they are received by our children with happiness and we are sending this
great pictures to you so that you know they are under our care now.
But one child who has been under more tests review, reveals he is under Pulmonary
Eedema, and he needs utmost treatment and attention and doctor says he should be always
under the observation and due to the excessive working on the welding gas machines
without any security he is exposed to chemicals too much and he needs a very good
treatment. And this is a costliest treatment but the doctor is so heart touched and he told
he would do his best but for continue evaluation and even he says he needs Suction
Cathether, (a process which will help him breathe well) and I am sorry for any mistakes in
this terms as I am not that much familiar with medical things. But this ongoing treatment
including sometimes oxygen whenever he is needing at hospital is a package and it costs

2,50,000 rupees. But the doctor says he could give all the inpatient treatment until he is
curable free, and he is asking to pay to the hospital 1,25,000 rupees. This also he gave a
flexibility of paying in two parts in two months. Or if we pay it fully, he gives another
discount of 10,000 rupees. We know this is another major need, but we cannot leave this
child unhealthy and put a problem for his life, while the other children in the orphanage
are living healthy. We ask you to please pray for this boy who truly needs now the
medical attention for one year, and all this package is for one year. The doctor is excited
to meet Bro Stan and he thanks for Bro Stan and all your heart for rescuing children all
over the world and rescuing families from slavery especially in Pakistan.
Overall we are so happy to include this rescued children in our orphanage and all the
children send their love for their added friends in their home.
The Children names Are:
1. M. Akhil
2. Ch. Jeevan
3. J. Durga Prasad
4. B. Satish
5. P. Kiran
They send their warm hugs and love to you and they are so happy that they have a new
life at the Hope Children’s Home.
Please be praying for B. Satish who needs much medical treatment for one year.
We send special thanks to Bro Stan Gain for all his efforts in rescuing this children from
slavery.
Your Loving Brother
Joshua

